
As a reminder:
      Lawful Good

     Believes in doing good deeds within the framework of the law and societal rules |   
     Strives for justice, honesty, compassion, and respect for authority | Example: 
     Superman (Clark Kent) - He upholds justice and protects the innocent while 
     adhering to the laws of society.

      Neutral Good
     Aims to do good without bias for or against order or chaos | Prioritizes kindness, 
     charity, and altruism above all else | Example: Frodo Baggins - He seeks to destroy  
     the One Ring to save Middle-earth, driven by his compassion & desire to protect    
     others.

Chaotic Good
Values personal freedom and individuality while still promoting goodness | Resists authority and rules that inhibit personal
freedom | Example: Robin Hood - He robs from the rich to give to the poor, challenging unjust authority & fighting for the
oppressed.

Lawful Neutral
Believes in following a strict moral code or set of rules, regardless of whether they are good or evil | Prioritizes order and
structure over personal beliefs or emotions | Example: Judge Dredd - He strictly enforces the law in a dystopian society, showing
little mercy but adhering to a strict code of conduct.

True Neutral
Maintains a balanced viewpoint, not favoring any extreme alignment | Often acts out of self-interest or for the greater good,
depending on the situation | Example: Dr. Manhattan - He views humanity from a detached perspective, sometimes intervening
to prevent catastrophe but also remaining aloof and indifferent to human affairs.

Chaotic Neutral
Values personal freedom and independence above all else | Acts on impulse and follows their own moral compass, which may
conflict with societal norms | Example Character: Jack Sparrow - He's a swashbuckling pirate who follows his own whims and
desires, often switching sides and bending the rules to suit his own interests.

Lawful Evil
Believes in using laws and authority to achieve their own goals, often at the expense of others | Values order and control, even if
it means manipulating or exploiting others | Example Character: Darth Vader - He serves the Empire with ruthless efficiency,
enforcing its laws and crushing dissent to maintain control.

Neutral Evil
Acts out of self-interest and lacks any moral principles or allegiance to order or chaos | Willing to do whatever it takes to achieve
their goals, regardless of the consequences | Example Character: Gollum - He's consumed by his desire for the One Ring, willing
to betray anyone to reclaim it for himself.

Chaotic Evil
Revels in chaos and destruction, caring little for laws or the well-being of others | Thrives on violence, anarchy, and mayhem,
spreading chaos wherever they go | Example Character: The Joker - He's a chaotic force of nature, spreading chaos and
disorder in Gotham City through his unpredictable and sadistic actions.
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Homework - 3/4

Recap                       Today’s class was an introduction to moral alignment chart (which can be  
                       found here).
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Answer the following: Where does your “hero” land on the
alignment chart? Their Allies? What about the villain?  - Due 3/10

Continue working on your Hero’s Journey Packet - Due 3/17

BONUS: Take the quiz HERE and report back what alignment you received, what
other characters they mentioned, and if you agree. Remember - this is just for
fun! Worth an extra 10 points on your presentation. 
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